
“The Ridge” Youth Ministry (Oak Ridge UMC)

Updated Covid-19 Community Expectations for Indoor Meetings (Rev. 5-22-21)

1. Youth are encouraged to SIGN UP for youth prior to the meeting to ensure
capacity limits are met. We are currently allowing up to 40 people at a time together
for our indoor meetings, including our adult leaders. We’ll include Outdoor Snack/Activity
breaks to reduce time indoors. We hold TWO meetings, Mid School at 5:30-7:00pm,
High School at 7:00-8:30pm.

2. Youth MUST mentally go through the following CHECKLIST and be honest
about whether any of the following are true for them:

- Do you have any of the following symptoms:

- Difficulty breathing
- Loss of taste/smell
- Nasal congestion
- New cough
- Runny nose
- Shortness of breath
- Sneezing
- New sore throat
- Scratchy throat
- Unexplained body aches
- Fever

- Have you been in close contact with someone with a confirmed diagnosis of
Covid-19 or person undergoing testing in the past 14 days without wearing
appropriate PPE (mask)?

- Have you been diagnosed with Covid 19 or waiting the results of a Covid-19 test ?

- Have you been living in the same house as a person with confirmed diagnosis of
Covid-19 or a person undergoing testing?

3. Face coverings/masks: Required inside when students of different
households will be less than 6 feet apart from each other. Not required
outdoors. Disposable masks are provided if needed. Vaccinated students or adults
should still wear their masks in the same capacity as unvaccinated for the time being,
except when special permission is granted after determining that all members of a
smaller group are vaccinated individuals. So, for example, if a mixed small group exists
inside together, all will wear in that small group. A small group of all vaccinated may
meet anywhere in any capacity without masks.



4. Temperature checks will no longer be conducted.

5. Hands need to be sanitized upon entering the Gym. Following that, we
encourage students to sanitize hands at the transition of each phase of
programming (activities > snack breaks > discussion ) and after use of any
activity/recreational equipment .

6. Social Distancing. When inside we still aim to keep individuals from different
households at least 3 feet apart when they will be spending 15 minutes or more
together. This does not apply to any group of all vaccinated students/adults that
are utilizing a specific space for themselves (see point 3).

7. Food and Drink. We will encourage food and drink to be consumed outside when
possible.  Students from different households will need to give each other some room
while enjoying their snack, since their mask will be down.

8. Bathrooms. Bathrooms are available but we will still encourage minimal use.

9. Other areas of use. We will occasionally break into smaller groupings mid-way
through a program, potentially using indoor spaces beyond the gym. These spaces will
only be chosen if they allow for safe spacing from point 6 above.  We will only use
spaces that have been cleared for use beforehand, and will make sure to sanitize
anything necessary in these rooms.

10.Cleanup and Sanitation. Before youth meetings, the floors are disinfected on
Saturdays. Recreation equipment and supplies will be sanitized when there is heavy
usage in back to back meetings. Students will continue to be encouraged to sanitize
hands between our different segments or after supply/equipment use, especially before
eating.  It’s also important to note that the gym is equipped with ionizing technology in
the HVAC that helps some in treating circulated air.


